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Suppose that when a. A: I'd try search & replace. In Notepad, type

the keywords and then use: Find what: %d Replace with: %s
Search mode: Regular expression Don't use the regular

expression (search mode), the search mode will allow you to do a
case-insensitive match. Save a copy of the document Open the

document in Word Type: "modh" Make sure you select the option:
"Deselect all except" Find & Replace the "modh" and replace with
"modh". This would replace any instance of "modh" with "modh".

Note that if you use the regular expression search mode the
process is a little bit different. Instead of just replacing the entire
occurence of "%d" with "%s", you have to do more work to get rid
of the "%" signs. You can do this with a regex search and replace
with the following: Find what: \%d Replace with: Find what: \(%d\)
Replace with: \2 This would replace the "%d" with the text after
the % sign. If there are any other instances of "modh" in your
document you will want to repeat steps 2 and 3, replacing the

remaining instances. #!/bin/sh if [ -n "$1" ] then export
SERVER_ONLY=1 fi # if configure script was used to build it then

use that location if [ -n "$CONFIGURE_DIR" ] then export
BASE_DIR=$CONFIGURE_DIR fi # if no explicit location was given
in the environment then search the # default location for a base

directory if [ -z "$BASE_DIR" ] then for dir in $PATH do if [ -d "$dir"
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